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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
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the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-
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I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
Read
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Fighting Cancer
By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012
Verified Purchase

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor Formula was recommended to me by a good friend because my
mother is currently battling breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed that she had 6 months to live after the
doctor's diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to expand their mother's life span. They were recommended the
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4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor Formula. Her doctors agreed that she could supplement the chemotherapy
with this formula. It's been two years since her first diagnosis. The lung cancer is almost gone, and she feels
great. This story gives my mother and family hope that this formula can do the same for my mother. Faith and
hope is all we have to look to when the odds are stacked against you.

4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules
by 4life

$31.95
111

39 comments

193 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse

No

x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation

Immediate results!
By E. Sandoval on May 15, 2014

by 4Life Research

Verified Purchase

$175.00

My 5 year old is battling cancer stage III, and after every chemo we will have the nausea/ vomiting episodes, lack
of appetite, low blood count etc. I started giving her a capsule a day, 2 weeks ago and OMG after a full dosage of
chemo she lost weight but her blood count was wonderful, the Dr. Could not explained those numbers.
Something else that is remarkable is that , not only she hasn't throw up but she actually ate the day of and the
day after treatment,,that is something totally new for us in the last 5 months that we r dealing with this disease.

26

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)
by 4Life Research

$33.95
11 comments

82 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse

No

128

By Jerilyn R. Capaccione on April 19, 2013

2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack

Verified Purchase

by 4life

Wonderful immunity product!!!

Have used this immunity product for many years now (for humans and our animals) and have always been very
happy with the results of using this product!!! Very good product to build up your immune system!
Comment

19 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

$111.90
2

Report abuse

Send us feedback
Amazing Amazing Amazing!

How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

By RICARDO RAMOS on August 26, 2014
Verified Purchase

Amazing product I give 100 stars. My mom was going through chemo, this pills helped her feel not drained and
gave her lots of energy. The doctor was amazed on how well she was doing. I recommend it 100% to everyone
even if your not going through chemo or you think your healthy. Its worth what you, I just can stress it enough!
4 comments

48 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

PURCHASED FOR A SICK CAT
By LatinTemptress on December 31, 2013
This product exceeded all my expectations. I first gave it to a sick, skinny, grungy street cat I fed. He had a bad
tooth infection, was drooling and couldnt eat. His fur was matted, he was bony and he smelled really bad from
whatever disease he had. I mixed canned food with the powder in this capsule for a week and he healed
splendidly. His tooth infection was gone and his eyes were brighter! We kept giving it to him and he became a
healthy gorgeously robust male. I then treated a kitten with an eye infection the same way. Her first day, the
infection in her eyes dissipated and her eyes were alot clearer. I'm ordering another bottle for my house cats and
for me!
4 comments

37 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Helped build my immune system
By TexasTerri on July 30, 2013
Package Quantity: 2

Verified Purchase

I suffered from viruses that lowered my immune system. My doctor recommended this and labs were drawn after
6 months use. My levels had dropped to an almost undiscernable level. When I faithfully take this supplement, my
frequency of pulmonary infections is greatly reduced.
Comment

13 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

cured my eczema
By Katherine Bradford on June 7, 2013
Verified Purchase

I absolutely swear by this product 100% and recommend it to anyone who is dealing with an autoimmune
deficiency or disease. I have had chronic severe eczema my entire life, and have had to use steriods to combat
the often infected and irritated skin patches. Over the years my skin has thinned, and I began to feel as if my
issues were never going to be relieved. After doing research i found this product and let me say: it is the first time
in my life that i have felt relief from eczema. The key to this product is to take as many pills as needed each day
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and to NEVER SKIP A DAY! always take it at the same time every day and to never forget. I have been taking
this product for over three years now. I will occasionally get a patch on my elbow or hand, but for the most part it
is completely gone, and more importantly i am no longer in pain or self conscious. If you have eczema please try
this product, it will be the best decision of your life!
4 comments

64 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor Formula by 4Life
By John A. Chambliss Sr. on August 15, 2013
Verified Purchase

As an 81 year old pharmacist I am skeptical but it appears to be effective for some persons. After no major
breakthrough media exposure, I contacted several major medical resources and after telling them experiences
patients experienced with this product, they replied that they HEARD good things but no real clinical info and if it
was effective and if the patient could afford to continuing taking. I started selling this product in 1999 and
purchased in large quantities for a long time but I discovered I could purchase here for less as the company I
purchased from had high shipping charges.
Comment

44 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

A Miracle Immunity Booster Supplement
By Ulhas Gaikwad on January 17, 2011
It's a great product. Though it is heavy on price, it's better than spending on harmful medicines with deadly side
effects. Don't expect doctors to recommend it- you know why!
1 comment

60 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Excellent! EXCELLENT! EXECELLENT!!
By Felicidad on April 25, 2015
Verified Purchase

Excellent! !!! Excellent! !!! Excellent! !! Helps my lungs, makes me stronger, more energy, Cleans my lungs, sinus,
see I suffer of asthma, this product is the best I can swim it helps my lungs and keeps the cold weather from
trigering my asthma!!!
I can live a much normal life when I take Transfer Factor Plus
BREATH = LIVE TRANSFER FACTOR PLUS IS THE BEST!!
Comment

8 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
Read
more
the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-
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I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
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Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this comes in
TWO formulations though, and the bottle for both looks just about the same. Easy to get them confused.

Ask
Ask

Customers also viewed these items

There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the original, and that is the one I like best and the one I really intended to
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buy instead of this one. It is transfer factors only.

4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

This is 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS, and that PLUS makes a difference. This one contains the same transfer
factors PLUS other herbs, mushrooms and a dose of Zinc. That is not necessarily a bad thing but in my case the
extra Zinc is not what I wanted.

by 4life

So, this is a great quality product in it's own right and this company makes the best of the best as far as colostrum
and transfer factor products are concerned. Just be sure to check the label though since there is a difference in
the formulas and what they contain.

x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation

4 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Comment

Yes

No

Report abuse

Didn't make a difference

$31.95
111

by 4Life Research

$175.00
26

By Marta Obosky on April 13, 2015

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)

Package Quantity: 1

by 4Life Research

Verified Purchase

I took this to boost my immune system while battling Lyme disease, Bartonella and Babesia. I didn't feel any
difference while taking these. I couldn't wait to get my bloodwork back to see if anything improved but nothing
did... I get my CD57 tested, to test my immunity and it went down from 78 to 60 after taking the full bottle. Won't
be purchasing again.
1 comment

5 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

$33.95
128

2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack
by 4life

$111.90
Five Stars

2

By Oscarito on June 19, 2015
Verified Purchase

2nd bottle for my wife. I hope it works. Faith in God is the most important thing. Update 10/14/2015 - 3rd bottle - I Send us feedback
How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
don't know if this is helping her, but the oncology said her cancer reduced at least 70%. I'm sure God is the
better for you?
healer, but this may helped her too.
Let us know here.
1 comment
6 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
Report abuse
Yes
No
Distrurbing Sales Tactics, Exploitation of Emotion and Sick People
By dchem on October 24, 2014
My mother was diagnosed with cancer. Within days someone contacted my sister about 4life products via
facebook. I contacted him and asked questions. He told me of the thousands of people he helped only two died
and that was because they stopped taking the product.
He sent me an “independent third party study” see link… [...]
I clicked on the link and it sent me to the Institute of Longevity. It was NOT a third party study. In fact the “4life
logo” was on the building of the Institute of Longevity (again see link). Also, the Doctor listed in the study lost his
medical license in California. See link
[...]
The doctor in the study, Dr Darryl See admitted to subjecting patients to research without their permission,
administering indium, lead, copper, zinc to patients, administering blank vials without disclosing their content,
failure to keep records of patients (basic medical practice 101), charging a quadriplegic patient $12,000 for non
FDA approved treatment by which he promised would work (but didn’t).
I called the salesmen out on these facts. He told me that I should be positive regarding my mother’s treatment
and we need to get her this product right away and that Dr See has the balls to think outside the box.
The salesman said that he has doctors at Akron City Hospital using the product and that it is on their “approved
list of dietary supplements.” I asked him for the doctor’s names. He could not give them. It was too long ago to
remember off hand he told me. I then spoke with the pharmacy department, internal medicine department, dietary
department, and oncology department at Akron City Hospital. They were unable to pull up any 4life product in
their database. I called him out on this. He called me closed minded, refused to give me these doctors names he
allegedly worked with, and blocked me.
I spoke with an ex distributor as well. He said one of the first things new distributors do when they sign up is go
on amazon and give it a 5 star rating.
Use caution when you buy this product. Call people out on the lies they tell. I am not claiming this product doesn’t
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work because I don’t know. But this is my story.
16 comments

125 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Sign in and comment

Showing 15 of 16 comments

Sort by: Newest

Jennifer Parrish 1 month ago

Oldest

Report abuse

its funny when you go to webmd to read about this product their absolutely not one single adverse
side affect. In fact, it states clearly that transfer factors showed improvement for many listed
conditions and in other conditions no noticeable results but not once did it say that people could
get cancer, heart failure, uncontrollable diarea, heart attacks, stroke, and or death! Can you say
the same thing for just 1 prescription medication? Think about that!!! List one medication that if it
doesn't kill you it makes you stronger with a tumor the size of texas growing out of your neck! I
went there because I was skeptical but now after 2 months of taking 4 caps a day my EBV
symptoms are GONE and I no longer get sick every other week!

Jennifer Parrish 1 month ago

Report abuse

sounds like a lot and sounds expensive but how much does it cost for cancer treatments? Think
about that. Do what you can afford it is better than doing nothing at all or poisonous treatments.
Taking more is recommended if you are that sick because it speeds affects but you can only do
what you can do <3

Jennifer Parrish 1 month ago

Report abuse

I was just sitting here thinking the same thing!

Julia Norwich 1 month ago

Report abuse

Muddy must be referring to one of the "go read the book" or "it's great stuff" posts.
Thanks for your review.

Karen L. Hopson 2 months ago

Report abuse

are you still taking TF? I just started TF for an auto-immune condition.

M Burgos 2 months ago

Report abuse

If you have the $ try it for at least a month. I think it will be worth it. Good luck!

M Burgos 2 months ago

Report abuse

I can only give my own testimony. I started to use this product around 2003, for about a year. I
used to get sick every single month, but really sick. This thing boosted my immune system. I have
never been as sick as before since then and I haven't used it for years. I've seen other's peoples
life change because of the Transfer Factor. Good luck!

Amazon Customer 4 months ago

Report abuse

I've been talking back and forth with a sales rep from the Phillipines.She recommending 15
capsules a day to fight cancer,and up to 30 a day! If I buy from the distributor website,it's like $60
a bottle.Taking 15 a day,that's a bottle every 4 days or $480 a month.Take it up to 30 pills a day
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and that's almost $1000 a month! I'm guessing she gets bonus points on sales? At this
point.despite all the positive reviews here,I'm very skeptical to both this sales rep and those who
wrote the reviews.

A. Thompson 6 months ago

Report abuse

Orthodox medicine has a 95% failure rate for almost all stage 4 cancers and they charge you an
arm and a leg before you die. Go write about that. In other words, if your a stage 4 cancer patient
and you place your trust in orthodox medicine, you are guaranteed to die 95% of the time. Really,
why you would you trust someone with such a horrible record of failure?

mol 7 months ago

Report abuse

My best friend start taking TF after diagnose with lymphoma stage IV, on December 2013. By July
31th 2014 she was free of cancer, of curse she took 6 chemotherapy but never lost her hair and
was able to have a regular life during the time of her chemotherapy. I'm not a doctor and cant say
how TF works but I thank the friend that recommended my best friend to use them. She just had a
test after 1 year of being free of cancer and she is clear.
Sorry for dchem that didn't gave this opportunity to her or his mom because disinformation.
TF do not cure cancer, they help your immune system to fight itself.
My mother in law is taking also TF due her cancer and good results so far.

K. Mortenson 8 months ago

Report abuse

I have taken Transfer Factor Plus for years. I had a time for three and a half years that I never
even got a sniffle. I usually got two to three colds per year. I stopped taking it when I bought my
own house, and I couldn't afford it. For about a year I still noticed the benefits of the Transfer
Factor, but then I started getting sick like I did before I found this product. I decided I didn't care if
it was a little expensive, I'm buying it again. I have gone back to being as healthy as I was when I
took it before. This stuff works, it really does.

dchem 1 year ago

Report abuse

...no, lol, what on earth makes you think that? My 1 star review?

Muddy Valley 1 year ago

Report abuse

Selling this stuff are ya?

J. Charlton 1 year ago

Report abuse

Yeah, sounds like a typical pyramid scheme. I've seen it all before with friends and
acquaintances. The indoctrinated become brainwashed and think their product can work miracles,
science be damned. They "take the product themselves" and have "never felt better," and tout
ridiculous results. I've seen the miracle juices and oils and crystals come and go. Typically after
they don't strike it rich with the pyramid, oh excuse me, "multilevel or network" marketing, or
whatever it's called today, they never mention the name of the product again. My mother in-law
suffered a hemorrhagic stroke 2 years ago and is now being told by (well meaning?) people that
she needs this product to reverse the neurological deficits that remain. What a joke. And what a
cruel thing to do to a desperate old lady who will try (and buy) anything to walk again. The
ultimate goal of this is to make money network-marketing yet another nutritional supplement. I
think it's the lure of getting filthy rich that makes people worship the product and give such biased
reviews and imagine such exaggerated results. I get tired of seeing people with little or no
knowledge of health issues being scammed by people with little or no knowledge of health issues.

dchem 1 year ago

Report abuse

Books - right, because they don't let just anyone write a book. But since you mentioned it, where
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can I find a book written on Zija?
I've done more than try the product. My information is not half information and I did not receive
the information. I had to dig and find it out myself because Zija does not divulge the information I
requested. Their formulator has no verifiable scientific background despite his claims. Check for
yourself. I'm not saying the product does not work. It has caffeine and anti inflammatories. Its
going to give you energy and dull pain just like washing an Advil down with a cup of coffee will.
You people criticize me for being negative but I haven't said anything that you can't verify
yourself.
Submit
Show more
comments

Healed my cats cancer
By TARA on February 4, 2014
Verified Purchase

This product is one of a kind, I have never found anything to stimulate the human and or pets body so quickly.
Within a month of using this my cat was re-examined by the local veterinarian and no cancer was found. Amazing
product, everyone should be taking this!
2 comments

19 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Maybe Everybody Should Be Taking This
By Buysolittle on May 6, 2015
Verified Purchase

I was having unwellness malaise in waves after contracting something like Turista in Mexico. It went on for
months. I finally went to an MD who felt that my immune system was not handling whatever had happened in
Mexico, and she told me about 4Life Transfer Factor Plus. In fact, she sells it out of her office. I did as she
instructed and with two, sometimes three capsules daily, along with plenty of water, I never experienced the
malaise spells again. I continue to take these, and my naturopath absolutely endorsed what he understands of
the formula too. He said that probably everybody ought to take this!
Comment

3 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse

No

So far is working as promised!
By Patricia E Martinez on September 19, 2013
Verified Purchase

Perfect delivery!
My mother actually uses this product, and exams are going fine. She is fighting cancer and doing chemo. So we
will keep on using it and see how it works. So far, so good!
2 comments

11 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

This is no joke
By Amazon Customer on February 1, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

Okay so my friend in another country talked to me about this product, she said it had reduced her dads prostate
cancer 50% and the nodules her mom had in her lungs had completely disappeared. Late last year on 2015, I
found out my boyfriends step that had nodules in his lungs too. Several of them. Well my friend had advised that
when someone is sick they recommend to take a really high dose. 10 pills a day 5 in the AM and 5 at PM. You
cannot overdose with this medication, it will make you feel like you are tired and you need to sleep, that is the
body fighting all the bacteria and virus from the body. You have to rest. Anyways, we bought 8 bottles, 2 at the
time. He didnt start taking 10 a day until the 2nd order, i didnt want to impact this body too much and I was a bit
scared, because the unknown is scarry sometimes, after the 2 bottles he started taking 10 a day. Well let me tell
you guys, last week he called us so happy, so thrilled, he had just gotten the test results to see if the nodules
were still there (the doctor knew we were doing this so he postponed the biopsy to test for cancer)... all the
nodules had disappeared!!! I called him myself because i could not believe what i was hearing and yes he
confirmed it was true, he sounded so happy and so grateful it was my idea to get this pills. Later his wife/bf's mom
sent us the nicest message thanking us for this. I cried i was so happy. I know that some people are concerned
about the way these pills are sold. Don't get them that way, get them here, that's exactly what i did. My Dad died
of cancel 15 years ago, i wish i would have known this 15 years ago. He might have been alive today. You will
not loose anything by giving this a shot. I will start taking them too as a preventive maintenance type of deal.
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Good luck to you guys. This stuff works. Oh.. and no one paid me to write this post. Be blessed.
6 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Comment

Yes

Report abuse

No

The Jury Is Still Out
By Gezellige_Poes on February 27, 2013
Verified Purchase

I have used this for many different animals and health situations: kidney issues, mouth cancer, intestinal cancer,
pulmonary edema, heart valve malfunction, COPD, inflammatory bowel disease (IBD)... Each issue was with a
different animal in different stages of health and/or deterioration. I have given it to my cat (w/ IBD) as a dietary
supplement as a good health maintenance measure. From all the research and people I have talked to who
believe and/or push this product, I would have thought at least one health situation would have shown
improvement. For crisis management, this offered no reprieve whatsoever. My cat with intestinal cancer, in fact,
ended up passing this in her stool. For my cat (IBD) who has received this as a dietary supplement, I have seen
no indication that this is helping his health profile in any way whatsoever. Hundreds of dollars and many bottles
later, I have bought my last one.
3 comments

18 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Excellent
By resu on February 27, 2013
Verified Purchase

I really love this.
I never thought such a product existed. I was recommended by a homeopathic doctor because I had a severe
immune system deficiency and it proved to get me recovered in a very short time.
Comment

4 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
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more
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I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
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Recomended with my eyes close!
By janie ruiz on July 8, 2013

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

My hair stylist is using it for her migrain pain and since she use Transfer Factor Plus no more Migrain pain. So I
bought it for my daughter for her migrain headache too and belive it or not she seldom have her pain. It really
works.
Comment

7 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules
Can't live without this product at all. Friend using ...

by 4life

By jj on February 2, 2015

$31.95

Verified Purchase

111

Can't live without this product at all. Friend using 12 of these per day and needless to say he got a call from the
doctor at a well known cancer center to tell him that the large lesion on his lungs disappeared. No need to worry
about the small one. I Will continue to take this product for myself. My friend also drank some ESSIAC tea as
well.

x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation
by 4Life Research

$175.00
Comment

6 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse
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By Tony De Gracia on March 6, 2015

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)

Verified Purchase

by 4Life Research

AWESOME PRODUCT

Super excellent product. I started using it as I was having issues with Sinusitis for years and no control of it. Now,
I feel that I am getting much better and I do not have the regular Sinusitis crisis that I used to have before. Now, I
bought some for my Dad's use. He has prostate cancer, but he is very ill as it has metastasis in different areas.
After reading the benefits of 4Life Transfer Factor Plus, I started providing Transfer Factor Plus. Let's see how it
goes and I will keep you posted.
Comment

5 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

$33.95
128

2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack
by 4life

$111.90
2

This supplements contains all of the main mushrooms for immune ...
By aikoward on April 13, 2015

Send us feedback

Verified Purchase

This supplements contains all of the main mushrooms for immune support including abm. I ordered it for my
husband when he was diagnosed with cancer. His White Blood count along with his NK and T cells spiked way
above the normal range! I gave it to my dog when she was diagnosed with chronic brochitis and it cleared it up. I
also give it to my 5 year old granddaughter to help her immune system.
Comment

6 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

Report abuse

4 Life Transfer Factor Plus Tri- Factor Formula cures nodules in lungs.
By fena on April 22, 2015
I was on holiday in Australia in November 2014 when I thought I had bronchitis( was coughing a lot) I went to a
GP and she sent me to have STSCAN.
The result showed 6 nodules on my lungs , 2 were as big as 1 inch each.
My friend told me in Bali, Indonesia told me about 4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor Formula. My husband who is
American was skeptical but I though I had nothing to loose since it is all natural and no side effect.
I returned to USA in March and 3 weeks a go my GP sent me to have a chest Xray prior to sending me to a lung
specialist.
When the Chest Xray result came, to my surprise and relief ; it shows that my lungs are clear! no trace of any
nodule!
I truly belief that the 4Life Transfer Factor capsules I have been taking 3 times 2 capsules a day for the past 5
months cured my lungs.
I still take it 3 times a day . By the way I am 61 years old.
1 comment

7 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Really Awesome Product!
By Tasman Bay Butterfly on February 5, 2015
Verified Purchase

Awesome supplement for auto immune and cancer issues. It really does work over the long term. It kicked in
within a month & I'm getting better the longer I keep it in my system. I have used this in the past and it took a year
to see optimal results, which lasted several years. I'm back on them and I think this time I will stay on them
forever.
Comment

6 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Wonderful effective product
By Patricia Bitzer on December 29, 2014
Verified Purchase

http://www.amazon.com/4Life-Transfer-Factor-Tri-Factor-Formula/product-reviews/B004NNINLI/ref=cm_cr_getr_d_paging_btm_3?pageNumber=3[5/19/16, 3:39:27 PM]

Amazon.com: Customer Reviews: 4Life Transfer Factor Plus Tri-Factor Formula 60 caps

Wonderful effective product. It re=educates your cells to return normal cells especially after being diagnosed with
breast cancer. Cancer coach recommended!
1 comment

7 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Excellent product
By Debi on March 10, 2015
Verified Purchase

LOVE this product. It came recommended to us by a natural health expert. We've used it for people and animals.
It's worked beautifully in every situation. You need to read about it to learn how it works and what it is. I keep this
on hand at all times. I definitely will buy it again and do highly recommend it.
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Good for my Dog
By carolyn volpe on January 17, 2015
Verified Purchase

I give one per day to my Pomeranian, it does help him with allergies and skin itching.
He would have to visit the vet a couple times a year previously, to take antibiotics and sometimes have a
cortisone shot. He would scratch himself raw.
Since taking TF, we have not had a single visit to the vet. I have on occasion, given him 3ml of antihistamine,
usually one dose sets him right.
I have been consistently giving him this product for about 4 months with very good results.
I originally bought the regular Transfer Factor, it is a little cheaper. Both products worked well
1 comment

6 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Awesome product, definetly recommend.
By Padder on April 15, 2015
Verified Purchase

Love this stuff!! Helped my dad with shingles when he got it and now he takes it on a regular basis and never
gets sick. I got Bell's Palsy and starting taking it and i think it helped as well. Allergies have been under control as
well so thats a plus!! Will keep taking it!!!!
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
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I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
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My doctor originally recommended it,
By TexasTerri on September 20, 2014
Package Quantity: 1

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

This keeps me healthy. Anytime I get sick, I realize it is because I have run out of Transfer Factor and have not
taken it for a few weeks. During cold and flu season I take 2 a day. I take 1 a day for maintenance. My doctor
originally recommended it,
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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Customers also viewed these items
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4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules
Really Works!

by 4life

By JFO on May 9, 2014
Package Quantity: 2

$31.95

Verified Purchase

111

Surprised this does not get more publicity. This is an amazing product. I am the biggest skeptic ever and hate the
whole concept of taking ANY pills. No BS with transfer factor. Puts your immune system into 5th gear and really
makes a difference!

x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation
by 4Life Research

Comment

3 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

$175.00
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Amazing Product
4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)

By Alejandra on December 4, 2014
Verified Purchase

This product is amazing. I bought it for my sister in law who was starting chemo (red) for breast cancer. She got
her first round of chemo before starting taking Transfer Factor, and the first days after the chemo were really
hard. She felt sick, very tired, nauseous... Then she started taking Transfer Factor and she said she felt a lot
better.
She got her second round of chemo, and she does not feel as bad as with the first one. I am not saying not to
expect any symptoms after the chemo. It is after all, very strong and debilitating. But taking Transfer Factor really
helps boosting the immune system. My sister in law also changed her diet, she eats healthier, and foods that also
help building the autoimmune system, foods which contain lots of iron, so i am sure this also helped, but she
swears by this product. I believe she take 4 pills a day, which becomes in a very expensive treatment, but it is
well worth it. We recommend this product 100%
Comment

4 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Works great and fast shipping

by 4Life Research

$33.95
128

2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack
by 4life

$111.90
2

Send us feedback
How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

By diannick on May 2, 2014
Verified Purchase

Great! I bought 2 for my mother-in-law that's on dialysis and she loved it! She felt better and have more energy,
her complexion got better too. I'm about to buy again because she's almost done with the last bottle!
Comment

9 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

AMAZING!!!!
By Maria Santrich on September 4, 2014
Verified Purchase

I got this for my mother who's battling breast cancer, every since she started taking this pills her body has been
responding amazingly to her tests and the doctors are amazed of how fast she's recuperating, I'm gonna be
buying a lot more and try the transfer kids for my daughter..
Comment

6 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Do some sleuthing before—and read the one-star reviews
By Julia Norwich on March 29, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

This sounds a lot like Mannatech and its flagship product. Mannatech is an older, multilevel marketing firm selling
nutritional products. If you notice "Dr. See" being quoted in 4Life Transfer Factor, etc. promotional material,
google "Dr. See" and Mannatech.
Claims for this item online and here also remind one of older products/claims, and pricing is like that of an MLM
as well.
LA Times reported on a suit against Dr. Darrell See by Mannatech in August 1999 for "false claims" and
described "Dr. Darryl See [as] a former associate clinical professor at UCI's College of Medicine and a $10,000-amonth consultant for Mannatech."
Google the names and see what you come up with for yourself.
That distributors would add "positive" reviews, as a reviewer claims, makes some sense in the MLM scenario as
well.
Amazon—for shame.
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Best product ever!
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Amazon.com: Customer Reviews: 4Life Transfer Factor Plus Tri-Factor Formula 60 caps

By Sarah on December 8, 2014
Verified Purchase

TRANSFER FACTOR IS THE BEST.....I will ALWAYS have it in my home for every kind of sickness.....Cold/flu
season is no longer a worry for me :) And for those of you that don't know- this product is SAFE for your pets too!
I truly believe this product saved my dog's life!! Thanks Transfer Factor!
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse
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Awesome
By Santiago Rodriguez on October 2, 2013
Verified Purchase

My mother in law has cancer and this has help her increase her immunologic system, the doctor have being
asking her what is she doing that she is not getting sick after the chemotherapy.
Comment

18 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Nice product ..... It works ..... I never leave home without it
By Eduardo L. Herbert on December 24, 2014
Not 5 stars but (100 ) last november my psa Was 4.0 I had a biopsy done in john Hopkins medical and came out
positive for prostate cancer, call my sister told her, she recommended me this transfer factor plus that help some
of her friends to get better, start to take 3 pills a day then 6 now taking 9 a day for a total of 90 pills a month, this
combine with another pill 4 life makes call Malepro, a year later my psa is 2.4 and the doctor say do not need
another biopsy for now, iam also taken vitamin c, selenium, nac, prostate pills, and exercise every single day, so
if you ask me does it work ........... Yesss 100% remember every metabolism is not the same .... What works for
me might not work for you .....just try it see what happen
Comment

5 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Life saver
By Liset Llanes on March 21, 2014
Verified Purchase

I'm a Breast cancer survivor. I've been taking transfer factor plus since I finish chemo in Dec 2012, and it works
amazingly for me. It keeps me from getting sick and it gives me lots of energy. It's even good to take as
preventive supplement.
Comment

6 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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TRANSFER FACTOR IS THE BEST..
By Sarah on December 8, 2014

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

TRANSFER FACTOR IS THE BEST.....I will ALWAYS have it in my home for every kind of sickness.....Cold/flu
season is no longer a worry for me :) And for those of you that don't know- this product is SAFE for your pets too!
I truly believe this product saved my dog's life!! Thanks Transfer Factor!
7 comments

6 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules
Boosts Immune System esp for Cancer Patients

by 4life

By Raymond on June 10, 2015
Package Quantity: 2

$31.95

Verified Purchase

111

Gave it as a present to a friend who was diagnosed with Stage 4 Liver Cancer. Before he took this supplements
he had difficulty in walking and in sleeping, had poor appetite because of the pain he was experiencing. After
taking these capsules (3 caps a day), he gained back his appetite, and he sleeps soundly like normal according
to his wife. I hope he will continue to get better. I believe this product works as I am a chemist myself so i should
know.

x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation
by 4Life Research

$175.00
26

Comment

5 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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Report abuse
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This product caused my cat to have a horrible death within 4 hours of taking it! HORRIBLE

by 4Life Research

SCARY STUFF!
By LifeIllusions on April 17, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)
$33.95
128

Verified Purchase

This product caused my cat to have a horrible death within 4 hours of taking it. I rarely write reviews but I want to
2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
caution others from the 'miracle' stories you will hear and read about this stuff. If you type in Cat or Feline CRF
Plus - 2 Pack
(for Chronic Renal Failure) along with Transfer Factor, there are all these amazing testimonials about how it
by 4life
saved someone's cat with CRF. Well my cat's Creatnine was less than some of the cat's people talked about in
$111.90
the probably fake testimonials (my cat was only 6.5 years old and his Creatnine level had tested at 5.2 just a
2
couple days before he died). He was already nearing the end I am sure, but whatever this stuff is, it made his
death much more HORRIBLE AND SCARY than simply passing quietly...whether alone or having a vet come to
the house for euthanasia. I syringe fed my precious, sweet kitty only half a capsule of the this Transfer Factor
Send us feedback
Plus (everyone else said they gave their cats 1 capsule every day) and he immediately tried to throw it up, but
How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
with CRF, there is dehydration, so nothing would throw up...I was holding him up so he wouldn't collapse and
choke, but he went into a coma within a couple of minutes. It was horribly traumatic. After about 2 hours of laying better for you?
in this coma with his eyes open but no one there (with my husband and I laying by him trying to talk with him and Let us know here.
comfort him, he woke up briefly, then he collapsed again...again in a coma with eyes open but no one there. Then
an hour later he woke up and cried in pain (he had not cried in pain before). I picked him up thinking maybe he
wanted his litter box (to the end he used his box), but he couldn't stand and collapsed and cried in pain more. He
then threw up a tiny bit of fluid, then had a seizure (he had NEVER in his life had a seizure before) and I was
holding him telling him I loved him and said 'let's have your last belly rub' (he loved his belly rubs) and he died in
my arms right then--less than 4 hours after taking this scary stuff! And it was NOT a nice death--except that he
was in my arms and not at the vets office. When I talked to someone on the phone abut this stuff, they said you
could take tons of it and it wouldn't hurt you because it's just a special harmless immune booster that was a
'miracle'. Well obviously I wanted a miracle so I ordered it overnight and it arrived on Saturday at my doorstep. I
wish it had not ordered it overnight because then my kitty could have died more peacefully. I feel so sad that I
gave him something that made his dying so awful. Please don't listen to the hype about this stuff...don't give it to
your really sick animals or self...maybe it is okay and can help if given when you are just slightly sick, but I would
NEVER give it to a really sick animal or person. DON'T LET THEM FOOL YOU THAT IT IS HARMLESS AND
CAN CAUSE NO HARM...CLEARLY IT CAN AND IT DID!! I agree with someone who said they play on people's
emotions...I can't believe I got suckered in. I guess it's because I believe in miracles because I personally had my
own miracle years ago when I used Dr. Schulze's Incurable's Program (I did the whole program except I did not
do the Cold Sheet Treatment). I was told I had a 'benign tumor in my pituitary in my brain' by my endocrinologist
who said the only way to get rid of it were these hard core drugs. Well I told the Dr. to give me 30 days to try my
own thing before taking the hard core drugs...and for 30 days I did the incurables program and went back in and
the Dr. thought I had taken the drugs because everything was normal. If I could have done the incurables
program with my cat, I would have, but some of the herbs are toxic to animals...but the one thing that my cat
flourished with was Dr. Schulze's Superfood. He bounced back after he initially crashed (he was on his deathbed
and his Creatnine was at 8.2...but after 3 days at the vet with IV fluids and then me giving him Superfood and a
few other supplements, he had been doing much better for 6 weeks and his Creatnine dropped to 5.2). He never
had a bad reaction taking the Superfood and I gave it to him several times a day and he started being himself
again, purring, cuddling, playing, going outside. I consider myself smarter than getting suckered into this stuff, but
when he started to decline again, I was desperate since my cat was so young and his Creatnine was lower than
other cats...it was only after he passed that I read in very rare cases, lowering Creatnine might show up due to
muscle wasting--and my kitties muscles were definitely wasting. Yes my cat obviously was going to die anyway,
but maybe not for another day or two and CERTAINLY NOT in such a horrible way! I'm sorry for the long detailed
review...but people need to know that this stuff can be dangerous!! I wish I could give this negative stars!!
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Excellent immune booster
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Amazon.com: Customer Reviews: 4Life Transfer Factor Plus Tri-Factor Formula 60 caps

By Helene on March 9, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

Excellent immune booster. I used it everyday when I had Lyme, now only use it, onc or 2 per day, when I have
been exposed to anyone sick and it works so well I haven't had as much as a cold this year!
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Great product and immune system builder
By Happy Lady on June 15, 2013
Verified Purchase

I use this product not only for myself and family members but also for my dogs to help build their immune system.
Excellent product.
Comment

5 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Lung Cancer Stage IV
By Leena P. on June 19, 2014
Verified Purchase

I bought this for my father who has Lung Cancer Stage IV and was loosing his voice while waiting for
conventional therapy and scheduling that took over a month process. After taking this my father feels energized
and his voice returned but I was making him take this along with Paw Paw so I'm not so sure what did the magic
but his voice returned within 2 weeks (after 2 months of coughing and absolutely no voice). I figure why not give
myself a try because I tend to get infected very very easily and typically get sore throat every month or 2 but in 6
months of taking this (and other natural remedies like manuka honey, sodium bicarb) I am surprised I haven't got
that nasty sore throat in half a year....Can I say for certain? No, but it is what it is.
Comment

13 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Expensive and useless!
By Rene R Tapia on February 25, 2014
Verified Purchase

I do not get colds in years. Using this product for three months, I got sick twice.
It made no beneficial effect on me. I'll go back to my regular multivitamin. That
really works right away, and it is half the price this product.
Comment

5 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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No
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Giving Up!
By Darlene R. on January 5, 2016
Package Quantity: 2

Verified Purchase

Had my dog on Tri-Factor for over a year after he had his spleen removed because of a large tumor. Was told to
start giving him Transfer Factor Plus (more expensive) but even with taking these, he got an infection in the
stomach which caused diarrhea. Had to take him to the vet and they gave him Panacur for 5 days and the
diarrhea got worse. Like water. Then I gave him Bentonite Clay and in 3 days it was cleared up! Now he has an
anal gland infection. He is on antibiotics and a steroid spray. I am now giving him 4 Transfer Factors a day. Not
doing a thing for his immune system. I have to give him something for his immune system because of the spleen
removal. I will try to find something else for his immune system that will work. Once his anal glands heal, I will put
him back on the clay because it removes toxins and it supplies very good minerals.
2 comments

4 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

my health has improve immensely
By I. London on May 22, 2014
I am 56yrs old, menopausal woman, my body was so acidic and inflammed, making me susceptibe to all sorts of
infections and allergies, however after taking this for 6mts now I feel so much better. I work as a respiratory
therapist and most of my co-worker got the flu and I didn't, I am also very energetic, had my physcial about a
month ago and is happy to say that I am in the best of health.
Comment

5 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Complete failure for my immune suppressed cat
By spotter on October 29, 2011
I ordered this product after reading about how it may help felines with FIV. My cat has illness flare-ups and takes
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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
Read
more
the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-

Sort by:

Filter by:

I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
Read
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intended to buy instead of this one. It is
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Spring and Fall trips to the doctor
By Sandra Johnson on November 22, 2013

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

I took this years ago and it solved my Spring and Fall trips to the doctor for a breathing treatment-I stopped taking
it after about 5 years and now 10 years later I am experiencing a bit of the same so wanted to get back on it right
away
Comment

12 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Ask
Ask

Customers also viewed these items

Report abuse
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4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules
THIS IS MIRACLE IN A BOTTLE!!!!

by 4life

By jj on February 2, 2015

$31.95

Verified Purchase

111

I no longer live without this. An incredible product. My friend who was diagnosed with lungs cancer swears by this
product. Just got a call from his doctor to tell him the large lesion on his lungs disappeared. He was taking
extremely large doses of transfer factor (12 per day) also drinking ESSIAC tea twice daily. His PSA went from 6.1
to 5.10 in one month taking of taking both. ...

x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation
by 4Life Research

$175.00
Comment

3 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

26

By Huey on March 23, 2016

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)

Package Quantity: 1

by 4Life Research

Love Transfer Factor
Verified Purchase

Love Transfer Factor, started taking it in early 2000's whenever I felt I was getting sick, it always got rid of the
symptoms. Haven't used it for years, kind of forgot about it, ( how could I forget this wonderful stuff)anyway
remembered it and was happy Amazon carried it even though 4 Life Headquarters are less than an hour from my
home, I didn't have time to make a trip there. I had a terrible cough for 5 weeks. I remembered Transfer Factor
after I finally went to Doc and got antibiotics for bronchitis. That cough kept trying to come back after I received
my Transfer Factor, kicked it's butt every time!! I've also had sore throats and take this and it is gone the next
day. I teach school for a living, so everyday I'm around lots of germs. Transfer Factor is fantastic, it won't
disappoint!!
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

$33.95
128

2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack
by 4life

$111.90
2

Report abuse

Send us feedback
Watch out for GMO SOY!

How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

By Jena on April 26, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

According to the 4life website (their PDF product brochure) this product contains ingredients derived from SOY.
You should be aware of that not only because there is a 97% chance this SOY is genetically modified (as in
GMO), but also because soy molecules mimic estrogen, which leads to hormonal imbalances in the body. It is
equally advisable for men and women to avoid soy and soy-derived products as estrogen imbalances can lead to
life-threatening conditions such as breast cancer.
And for 4life I have to add that I had full intentions to give this product a chance until I saw that it contains SOY.
Since your product is supposed to improve health and your customers are mostly health-educated folks, adding
GMO SOY was a surpisingly poor decision on your part. Makes me wonder what other mistery ingredients you're
adding to your supplements that could potentially compromise my health.
1 comment

21 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Bought this for my cat
By c. Bradshaw on May 25, 2015
Verified Purchase

My cat eats the 4 life transfer Factor with whipped cream...no problem. But just bought this one and he won't eat
it. Bitter. Just a warning. Still will give it a 4 because it is really good stuff. The regular 4 life one I give to my FIV
cat to keep him healthy. Gave this one to my elderly mother to help keep her healthy.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

so good.
By Wendy A. Vogel on May 22, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

Look, I have no idea if this stuff does anything at all, but I've read the research and it's compelling enough to keep
me buying it. Always hard to say if a supplement that's supposed to prevent disease is really working, but I'm a 3
year survivor and so far, so good.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

I recommended, if the seller is offering this product is ...
By Karmita on November 15, 2014
Verified Purchase

This product extraordinary for any kind of cancer, even for people with anemic problems, increases the immune
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system to 423%. I recommended, if the seller is offering this product is because is the best...II use this product
always. Last year I had a bad bronchitis, I felt my chest very congested I was feeling I could not breath, dealing
for more than three weeks with this health problem due to the bad weather. I ordered this wonderful supplement
within three days my bronchitis was gone, and always I am taking it as a daily supplement to stay healthy.
Comment

5 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Not just for people...
By Alikat on November 11, 2014
Verified Purchase

I got these for my cockatiel after something I'd read in an avian veterinarian's website. My little friend got sick and
had to spend almost a week hospitalized. We paid the alarming bill and brought her back home. All we could say
about the experience is that she survived but she was still lethargic and puffed up.
This is where the Transfer Factor came in after searching the web for ways to save my bird. I sent away for a
bottle and began pouring about a third of a capsule into cooked rice, boiled eggs, lentils etc., to feed them. Within
the week the other birds had oodles of energy and after two weeks my sick, apathetic little bird was back to
normal and chirping once again. Their feathers are glowy and more beautiful than ever, they are vocal and happy
all day. The rest of the family noticed the improvements in all of them but especially in the one who didn' t look
like she'd make it another day.
Now, I haven't started to take it yet, but if TF can do this for birds, how much more will it do for humans, for whom
they were originally intended? Hmmmm......... :-)
Comment

4 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Also give them to my dog and he's much happier and waggly
By MB on December 16, 2014
Verified Purchase

My allergies are starting to go away. Energy level is up! Also give them to my dog and he's much happier and
waggly.
Comment

4 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Better than prescriptions drugs.
By Julieta Lopez on November 16, 2014
Verified Purchase

I was really sick for a couple of months and end up hospitalized with different symptoms and after lots of tests I
was diagnosed with an autoimmune disease called ankylosing spondilitis I was taking many different medications
but feeling worst every day I guess the doctors were trying to find the right combination but after months of feeling
sick every day a friend send me a bottle of 4life and I decided to stop all the medications and start taking the 4life,
after a week or less everything changed and I started to feel better every day I am in my third bottle and plan to
live on it. I feel alive again full of energy and have very few and mild syptoms thanks to 4life. I do recommend this
product.
Comment

6 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
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more
the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-
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I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
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muy bueno
By Luis Gonzalez on March 15, 2013

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

En realidad todo llego bien y es un muy buen equipo lo recomiendo fue una entrega rápida recomiendo al
vendedor
1 comment

4 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Ask
Ask

Customers also viewed these items

Report abuse
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4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

Great product
By Patricia C. Mcmillan on April 28, 2014

by 4life

Verified Purchase

$31.95
111

I take two of these everyday and seems to lift me up and I feel great. If I miss a dose, I can really tell.
Comment

4 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse

No

x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation
by 4Life Research

Wasn't worth the money

$175.00

By James C. on April 22, 2014

26

Verified Purchase

Having an autoimmune disease I was hoping to see improvement but have taken nearly all of the bottle and seen
no change.
1 comment

11 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)
by 4Life Research

$33.95
128

It works very good in my body and very helpful in keeping me ...
By Amazon Customer on October 24, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

It works very good in my body and very helpful in keeping me healthy without the use of any antibiotic. I send a
bottle to my daughter that she was feeling fatigue and very tired from work couldn't get up from bed I told her to
take the Transfer Factor and she did and called me back in two hours thanking me for sending her the Transfer
Factor and stated that she got up with lots of energy doing house shores. Thank you for Transfer Factor I highly
recommend.
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack
by 4life

$111.90
2

Send us feedback
How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

Will buy it again!
By O.Zab. L. on January 25, 2015
Verified Purchase

This product was a gift to a person who need to increase his protection against illness in his stomach, told me
that getting better with ot and another issues, gave him addicional strenght and stamina...
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

I have drink transfer factor I have purchased locally at ...
By Amazon Customer on March 13, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

I have drink transfer factor I have purchased locally at a 4 life store and it has never caused me acné. The one I
purchased on Amazon caused me acné outbreaks so I want to provide feedback to review if the product is ok.
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

The pain was so awful that we had to call the doctor and he recommended to immediately
stop taking this product
By Event Horizon on November 22, 2014
Verified Purchase

This product caused e excruciating pain in in my wife’s stomach. It lasted for few hrs. First, we thought it was
something she eat that day, but few days later she tried this product again with same results. The pain was so
awful that we had to call the doctor and he recommended to immediately stop taking this product.
We are passed the return window and out $40. I hope amazon can do something about it.
Comment

9 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse

No

it's a good price. I wish it was cheaper
By mndm on January 19, 2015
Verified Purchase

If you know the product, it's a good price. I wish it was cheaper . I believe I have had Good results in boosting my
immune system. If you ask my dad, he is convinced it improves the management of his autoimmune diseases
(chronic rheumatoid? arthritis, roseatia and skin cancers). Improved mobility and less pain. He is 90 yr.
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse
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Pricey
By I.S. on January 3, 2012
Verified Purchase

I only had 1 jar, didn't feel any better and thought it was too pricey to keep buying it, I tried Resverastrol and felt a
lot better, I don't know if it is getting rid of my cancer but I have more energy and can run around with my 8 yr old
now.
Comment

6 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse

No

I've been taking this product for 6months and I feel great! It really supports the immune
system and really ...
By Elizabeth R. on November 7, 2014
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

I suffer from enviornmental allergies and severe sinus infections, I've been taking this product for 6months and I
feel great! It really supports the immune system and really really works!!! It prevents you from taking other meds
that have bad side effects and do nothing! I love 4Life transfer plus tri-factor!! a little pricey but so worth it!!!
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015
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friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
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Perfect
By Terry Graham on June 8, 2013

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

This stuff is freaking awesome. I dont think I will ever stop taking it. I have not had any colds or anything since
taking it and I have been around so many sick people as I work in a lot of public places.
Comment

7 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Ask
Ask

Customers also viewed these items

Report abuse
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4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

Love it!
By Judith on March 5, 2013

by 4life

Verified Purchase

$31.95
111

I take it every day and I haven't gotten sick since I got it. I will keep buying this product.
2 comments

8 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

by 4Life Research

It is an excellent product specially if you are having chemotherapy

$175.00

By M. G. Fort on July 10, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

26

Verified Purchase

It is an excellent product specially if you are having chemotherapy. Really helps you overcome tiredness and
recuperate your immune system much faster than without it. I really recommend it.
Comment

x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation

3 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse

No

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)
by 4Life Research

$33.95
128

Great product
By Santiago Rodriguez on March 1, 2013
Verified Purchase

My mother in law has cancer and this has help her increase her immunologic system, the doctor have being
asking her what is she doing that she is not getting sick after the chemotherapy.
Comment

3 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

4life

$111.90
2

Send us feedback

Verified Purchase

I really hate it. I would rather not order this at all, but it's one of the only things that seems to fight back cancer.
I tried chemo but it was killing me to do. when I was told that this works.
working on first bottle of them, hope it can do what other things can't.
fast shipping good packaging, will use them again...
6 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

by 4life

Report abuse

No

By Bigg Ray on June 25, 2014

Comment

2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack

Yes

How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

Report abuse

No

Wonderful Immune Support
By snowleopard4 on April 25, 2012
Verified Purchase

I originally learned about this from a holistic vet and have been using it to treat ear infections in one of my cats,
which has actually helped me to avoid surgery for her. My holistic vet told me that it works better in people than in
cats but that for my cat's infections the mushrooms in this particular product were helpful because of their
powerful anti-inflammatory properties. Based on her recommendation I also give her Standard Process Feline
Immune Support and she gets acupuncture for her ears. I started taking it when I was sick with bronchitis and it
helped me recover much faster. I have been taking it regularly ever since and have not gotten sick, which is
incredible for me, as in the past I have always gotten whatever I was exposed to. I take two a day and whenever I
feel overly tired and run down I up it to four or six and am always able to fight off even severe flus that I am
exposed to. Highly recommend for building a compromised immune system.
3 comments

5 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Helped me get through chemo!
By Kristy on March 10, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

I started taking large doses (6 capsules a day) of this daily after I was diagnosed with cancer to boost my immune
system. I also continued taking it while I was doing chemo and I think that it had a tremendous impact on how
great I felt all throughout my treatment. Granted I was also doing weekly high dose vitamin C infusions too, so
who know's which one I should be giving credit too, but I'm sure this stuff made a big difference. I will continue to
take it to prevent a re-occurrence.
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Good for Patients with a week immune system.
By Sonia Jones on July 15, 2015
Verified Purchase
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This medication is for my Uncle who is going through Radiation and Chemotherapy. From what I have heard, it is
really good and does help the patient.
Comment

3 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

I love it
By Roy Garcia M on July 16, 2013
Verified Purchase

This product has helped me a lot with chronic respiratory diseases treatment of my daughters for a few years,
simpre buy at least 4 bottles per year
Comment

3 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Beats taking cortisol shots
By Catherine on September 14, 2014
Verified Purchase

I initially bought 4Life Transfer Factor for my cat. I found rave reviews on pet sites and my vet also supported this
product as an auto immune booster. Unfortunately, he was diagnosed much too late into his disease and he
never even received half of the bottle. I had purchased two bottles and thought I would take it myself as I have
trigger finger and a little bit of arthritis in my hand. I would say that within three days of taking only one capsule a
day I have had more flexibility in my hand. I'm into the second bottle and will more than likely continue this
protocol for relief. I still have a bit of rigidity in the finger but only in the mornings. It is noticeably different than
almost a month ago when I'd have to manually straighten/unlock the afflicted finger with my other hand.
1 comment

6 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
Read
more
the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-
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I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
Read
I reallymore
intended to buy instead of this one. It is
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I have purchased this product before from the maker of trans factors and it made a big
difference in helping me to feel better w
By Amazon Customer on November 1, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

See all 65 answered questions

Ask
Ask

Verified Purchase

Product arrived on time. I have purchased this product before from the maker of trans factors and it made a big
difference in helping me to feel better with more energy. The bottles that I purchased from this vendor made no
difference whatsoever in energy or how it makes you feel, and I stopped using it.

Customers also viewed these items
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Comment

5 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules
by 4life

THIS AND PRAYER SAVED MY LITTLE DOGS EYE

$31.95

By M. Jones on January 2, 2015

111

Verified Purchase

Used this product some time now and this and much prayer saved my little yorkies eyes from being removed
after vet said no hope.

x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation
by 4Life Research

Comment

3 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

$175.00
26

Transfer factor is life!!
4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)

By Luis on August 12, 2012
Verified Purchase

This awesome product for your health, just find all reviews in youtube.com and look the testimonies about
transfer Factor Plus.
Comment

3 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

by 4Life Research

$33.95
128

Report abuse
2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack

wow I lost count this is like the fourth or fifth time I've bought this
By SOLEDAD on July 2, 2014

by 4life

Verified Purchase

$111.90
2

wow I lost count this is like the fourth or fifth time I've bought this, this product is great for your immune system
Comment

3 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Send us feedback
How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

miracle
By pbc on January 7, 2014
Verified Purchase

Ive taken alot of different vitamins in my life for different reasons, and some work and some dont seem to work as
well, ive never taken a product that worked so good at making you feel good. All around, better health, better
mood, it really works, quickly, but when you run out of them you pretty quickly feel sluggish and tired, if I could
have a lifetime supply for 20 dollars a bottle, I would buy them, but they cost too much to buy all the time. So I
buy a bottle when I really feel down or sick, excellent product, just too costly.
Comment

3 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

I love it this is the best product for energy this ...
By maritza Funderburg on February 23, 2015
Verified Purchase

I love it this is the best product for energy this help me a lot.. I was so tired and now I fee amazing!!!
Comment

3 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Works for me and my parents really build your immune ...
By AmazonMan on October 28, 2014
Verified Purchase

Works for me and my parents really build your immune so I hope they have more strong x factor
Comment

3 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

EXCELLENT PRODUCT!
By gladys molina on May 11, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

This product is remarkable to boost your immune system. You get increased energy, no more getting a cold or
the flu. I have been taking this supplement for a few years and would not stop taking it. Highly recommend it.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Five Stars
By Elizabeth R. on August 26, 2014
Verified Purchase

This product is incredible!! I suffer from allergies and what a difference!!
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3 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

4 Life Transfer Factor Plus Tri-Factor Formula 4Life
By Gregg Merrill on December 25, 2012
Verified Purchase

This product is great for the immune system. I highly recommend this product. Thanks. I have a hard time with
unnatural products, my body is very sensitive. This is a great product. J. & G. Merrill
Comment

9 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
Read
more
the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-
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Filter by:

I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
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best medication por cancer pacients and no cancer pacients my ...
By myrna on November 22, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

best medication por cancer pacients and no cancer pacients my mom es a 2 time cancer paciente and this is the
best for her no hairlost no vomiting and her immune sistem stayed up during her quimios sessions
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Ask
Ask

Customers also viewed these items

Report abuse
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4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

Great top product
By carla jesus on April 7, 2016

by 4life

Package Quantity: 1

$31.95
111

Can't live without 4life products.
Since I started I never had to go to the doctor. My immune system has been stable.
My daughter is taking Tri-Factor since she started on formula and has energy that's never end.
Everyone should taking these and also search a bit about transfer factors.
Great top product!!!!

x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation
by 4Life Research

$175.00
1 comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

26

By Virginia Bodine on October 25, 2014

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)

Package Quantity: 1

by 4Life Research

Five Stars
Verified Purchase

$33.95

Take this with Immune assist critical care for cancer.
1 comment

3 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

128
Yes

No

Report abuse
2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack

Amazing!!!!!
By Abby on April 18, 2014

by 4life

Verified Purchase

$111.90

I am over 30 and just when I thought I was acne free my acne began to act up again was tired of going to a
dermatologist who just took my money and my face was worst every year. My father in law gave me one of 4 life
products the fiber system cleansing. I noticed my skin began to clear up while on the cleansing treatment.The
transfer factor keeps all my infections away, feminine monthly infections I use to get and cystic facial acne
infections it fortifies your immune system and gets rid of all infections some people even use it when they have
cancer and it helps them heal quicker while they are taking their therapies, saw it with my own eyes, this product
is amazing!!!! Best thing no secondary side effects for me any more. Every one is different but I can tell you I
have seen to many good things come out of this products to everyone I recommend the only to people that this
product did not work for after I recommended it to them was a lactose intolerant person and an elderly who is
under lots of meds and takes other natural products daily she said she would get a headache and the lactose
intolerant person would get gas weird, but unfortunately it doesn't approve everyone's system. However is worth
trying .
1 comment

8 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

2

Send us feedback
How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

Report abuse

One Star
By Vasiliy Smirnov on March 14, 2015
Verified Purchase

I have not felt the advertised effect
more clearly will not buy
Comment

7 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse

No

Simply the best immune booster ever!!!
By Daniel Vargas on August 26, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

I gave this to my brother who's family is always plagued with colds and what not. It seems everytime they would
recover from their cold, BOOM just like that their sick again! After 3 weeks he's been the healthiest he's ever
been! His kids now take TF for kids. I recommend this product to anybody to wants a stronger, smarter, and
faster immune system!
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse

No

Energy booster for the body!
By Elisa D. on November 17, 2014
Verified Purchase

I purchased this for my 90 year old dad. He is on his 3rd bottle...I give him two a day. He just went through
surgery...had a pace maker installed. He recovered perfectly and he has a lot of energy. Everyone that sees him
says he looks great! And he says he feels great!
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse
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Never run out again
By Janet Schoenbeck on September 15, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

I have been taking this product since 2000, when I was first diagnosed with breast cancer. In 2014, I lost my job
and could not afford to buy my TF plus, was diagnosed in August with breast cancer in the same breast as 14
years ago, I have had surgery and completed my treatment. I feel great.
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

4Life Transfer Factor Plus
By Donna R. Moss on April 10, 2014
Verified Purchase

I bought this for my dog who has distemper. while I believe it has helped to some extent, it's not the 'cure-all' that
I've read about. however I'm not sorry I tried them.
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Excelent
By Juan on September 3, 2012
Verified Purchase

This product is a good option to raise defenses and maintain healthy immune system. I recommend this product
undoubtedly to everyone that need it.
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
Read
more
the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-

Sort by:

Filter by:

I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
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There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
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Good supplement
By Cynthia Russell on October 2, 2013

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

Great for those who need to improve their immune system and those recovering from some very aggressive
treatment like chemo and radio therapy.
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Ask
Ask

Customers also viewed these items

Report abuse
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4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

I was amazed by the testimonies I read
By Gatton1505 on September 6, 2014

by 4life

Verified Purchase

$31.95

My husband has some very serious health issues and we were looking for ways to boost his immune system. In
doing some research on the Internet, I ran across this product. I was amazed by the testimonies I read, and was
pleased to find that Amazon had the best price as well as the added bonus of free shipping. Even so, it is still
quite expensive. It will be worth it though, if it really does work. My husband is nearly finished with his first bottle.
We've also started eating healthier, making our own natural hi Jean in cleaning products and in general are trying
to limit our exposure to toxins. We are both feeling remarkably better and are eager to see what his next blood
work results look like. We will continue purchasing Transfer Factor from Amazon as long as we can afford it.
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse

No

111

x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation
by 4Life Research

$175.00
26

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)
by 4Life Research

Gets Results

$33.95

By Diane on September 25, 2012

128

Verified Purchase

Taking the time to possibly help someone. Put my teenage son on Transfer Factor in hopes of bringing down a
too high HHV6 number he got on test result(I have a high number too). We've tested him about 4 times(over at
least 6 monhs) and his number has come down each time. It's a "3" now according to Labcorp and needs to
come down to a "2." Very successful. I tried the product for 3 months and my number didn't budge. I have other
health issues and perhaps because I've lived ill longer than my son, it didn't help. I thought 3 months was enough
time to see a difference and my dr. agreed. Definitely worth a try and was recommended by the dr. we saw who
sees CFS/fibromyalgia patients.
2 comments

21 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack
by 4life

$111.90
2

Send us feedback
How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

Pleased
By LatinTemptress on May 4, 2015
Verified Purchase

I ordered this for someone else but they're pleased with it. This person has MDS and it's part of their naturopathic
regimen.
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

excellent
By Pridacta on November 13, 2013
Verified Purchase

This product is so good because it makes me feel healthier and active, my nails grow up stronger, my whole body
feels better, I highly recomend it.
Comment

4 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Hoping for a better immune system for my pup...
By pinnacle on January 20, 2015
Verified Purchase

Just started giving this to my newf with breast cancer. I am hoping this products helps build up her immune
system.
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Exelent Product
By Mario on March 14, 2014
Verified Purchase

Thanks to Transfer Factor, I have not get sick with the flu nor with sore throat. I would definitely recommend it!!!
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

This product was purchased for a very sick person. ...
By Leap Ace on October 30, 2014
Verified Purchase

This product was purchased for a very sick person. It appears that it really does help in elevating energy level.
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse
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Beware if you have a problem with olive leaf extract
By KodiakStar on April 13, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

Unfortunately, Transfer Factor Plus is not for me. I bought this for my dog and she is doing well on it, but when I
tried 1 capsule, I became severly nauseous. I gave it 5 stars, because it's not the products fault. I am very
sensitive to olive leaf extract, which makes me very sick for a few hours. So, for anyone who has a problem with
olive leaf extract, this formula is not for you.
1 comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Results..................
By Brenda on September 9, 2013
Verified Purchase

Ordered this product several times, at a very high cost, to give it the opportunity to do what it's advertised for, but
never got any of those results.
1 comment

6 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
Read
more
the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-
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I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
Read
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intended to buy instead of this one. It is
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Five Stars
By bernard sasscer on September 27, 2014

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

My 90 year old mom uses this as well as my FIV+ cat.
Both are helped significantly.
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Ask
Ask

Customers also viewed these items
Yes

No

Report abuse
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4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

It hard to tell if its doing the job alright ...
By Bigg Ray on October 1, 2014

by 4life

Package Quantity: 1

$31.95

Verified Purchase

111

It hard to tell if its doing the job alright, still battling the throat cancer, but its groth has slowed quite well.
Comment

6 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation
by 4Life Research

Excellent

$175.00

By Bad Services From seller on January 10, 2013
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Verified Purchase

I love it , even this thing was new for me , I like and I do recomended to any one
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)
by 4Life Research

$33.95

Great product>

128

By Patricia Bitzer on April 21, 2015
Verified Purchase

Had a sunroom that attracted lots of spiders and because of moisture, mold on the blinds. After cleaning them,
used Safe T air and never had the problem for the three months of summer. Great product>
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack
by 4life

$111.90

Report abuse

2

GREAT PRODUCT!
By Benjamin Cortes on December 4, 2014

Send us feedback

Verified Purchase

My inmune system is getting back to where it is supposed to be. GREAT PRODUCT!
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

Best supplement ever.
By Transfer factor plus on October 13, 2010
Verified Purchase

I been taking it for the past 5 months and since then I never been sick. Great product but really expensive.
Comment

10 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Five Stars
By Annella Clark on January 4, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

after suffering with cancer this has help rebuild my cell feeling stronger
Comment

4 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Love this !
By Patryk on March 15, 2013
Verified Purchase

I was told about this by my mom and was totally skeptical. This does not work immediately and it does make your
stool softer.
I am loading up with 2 pills each day to avoid allergies for my wedding. Using this product before took about 6
months to really work but I had maybe about 1% of outdoor allergies which is about 98% improvement.
After reading up more on pet allergies, I decided to give my cat 1 capsule a day to prevent the horrible allergies
after being adopted from PAWS chi. I will say that after thousands of dollars on tests and prescription food, he is
now great and his hind legs are not shredded up.
It works but If the price was any more I would stop all together as its over a bottle a month for me because of my
pet as well.
Comment

4 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

A+++
By Giovanny Castro Jr. on January 22, 2013
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Verified Purchase

Good quality. It was a great price for it. A + + + + + + + + + +
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Highly Recommended. Boost to Immune System. Good for Travelers.
By Jam-i on October 3, 2014
Verified Purchase

This was recommended to me by a holistic practitioner who knows his business. I've been using it for almost two
months (re-ordered it, in fact) and like to use it to build up immune response prior to overseas (third world or
other) travel. I think I'm hooked on using it now.
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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Write a review
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Top critical review

See all 455 positive reviews ›

See all 52 critical reviews ›

193 people found this helpful

4 people found this helpful

Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
Read
more
the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-

Sort by:

Filter by:

I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
Read
I reallymore
intended to buy instead of this one. It is

Questions? Get fast answers from
reviewers

Top

Top

All reviewers

All review…

All stars

All stars

All formats

All formats

Keyword

Search
Submit

Four Stars
By Annella Clark on August 29, 2014

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

Ask
Ask

This product has helped me during my Cemo treatment
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Customers also viewed these items

The best.
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By Handy on November 14, 2014

4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

Verified Purchase

by 4life

Saved my dog and would buy it again if needed.

$31.95
111

10 comments

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse
x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation

For feline herpes, it's top-notch!
By Cerise on August 16, 2013

by 4Life Research

Verified Purchase

$175.00

Our Penny (Maine Coon Mix, age 11) has been battling the most stubborn case of feline herpes for the past six
years. It's been getting progressively worse - she spends more time in her e-collar than out of it.
She's been on 1250mg lysine a *day* and Famciclovir (antiviral). She also has Idoxuridine (antiviral) drops, as
needed. Nothing works. And lately, Penny has been grouchy, can't keep anything down (food or meds) and
urinating on the rug. She's withdrawn from family life and utterly miserable.
I took her to the vet for blood work and her albumin and globulin (blood proteins) were mildly to moderately
elevated. So was her ALT (a liver enzyme). The vet told me those things indicate "chronic inflammation."
Penny has also tested negative for FIV and FLV. The vet was at a loss and told me to add Pepcid to her roster of
meds.
I went home and brainstormed, Googled, "holistic care for feline herpes" and found an old, defunct message
board that mentioned this product and Shirley's Wellness Cafe website.
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4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)
by 4Life Research

$33.95
128

2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack
by 4life

$111.90
2

Send us feedback

How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
I hemmed and hawed about ordering it - frankly, the way everybody raves, it sounded too good to be true. I
thought I might be buying some expensive snake oil - but I had to do something for Penny because what we were better for you?
Let us know here.
doing clearly wasn't working.
I am SO glad I trusted my gut feeling and bought this product!
I gave Penny the adult human dose - two capsules, twice a day. I noticed an improvement within 24 hours.
I'd planned to start lowering Penny's Lysine and Famciclovir slowly, but she wasn't having it. Tuesday I started
giving Penny a more sane dose of Lysine (250mg, 2X daily) and on Wednesday, I pulled the Famciclovir from the
roster.
Penny came out of her e-collar today, after *five days* on this product and that is a record!
I'm going to start tapering her down after a week or so - next week, I'll try 3 a day, the week after that I'll try 2, and
the week after that, I'll try alternating between 2 one day and 1 the next - I have to find the right balance for my
girl.
Did it cure the herpes? Of course not. But it's knocked it back into submission so Penny has a good quality of life,
hopefully with minimal future outbreaks. In the event of an outbreak, I can just up the dose of the 4Life Transfer
Factor.
I really wasn't expecting the results we got - or so quickly! I'm so grateful Penny has a shot at a happy future with clear, bright eyes and the e-collar back on the shelf in the bathroom closet, where it belongs!
3 comments

9 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Burp
By Virginia Bodine on February 8, 2014
Verified Purchase

This product also makes me burp for about 30 minutes after taking it; just keep your mouth shut and no one will
know; they're small burps most the time. Waiting for the product to build up in my system so it can do what it's
suppose to do.
1 comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Five Stars
By omar on September 14, 2015
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Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

Last hope in fighting cancer
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Yes

No

Report abuse

Five Stars
By Maria E. Chviech on February 3, 2015
Verified Purchase

Good my cancer is controlled
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

My vet recommended one third of a capsule each day for my ...
By bruce on August 20, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

My vet recommended one third of a capsule each day for my chihuahua. It's hard to say if it's doing any good but
the little one is 14 years old and I'm hoping he lives a longer life. He still seems healthy now so could be it is one
of the supplements keeping him well.
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Greyhound gets his groove back.
By D. K. Breda on December 16, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

Use this as a suggestion from an Alternative Vet. Dr. Falconer My 12 yr old greyhound got his groove back taking
this vitamin. Guess with his healthy diet he WAS missing something.
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

This stuff works.
By Leigh on March 7, 2014
Verified Purchase

I ordered this and the k-9, but my dog wouldn't eat the powder, so I returned it. I have since started sharing the
capsules with my dog, and she seems better. I pray it will continue to heal her. As for myself, good stuff. I have
been around numerous people including husband. when they got sick with flu and unknowns, I did not get ill. I
feel certain it is due to this product. I just take one once a day whenever I'm feeling run down and within hours I'm
back to my old self. I would love to be a distributor for 4Life products, but don't like the monthly order demands.
Good Product though.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse

No

Transfer Factor Products
By Jose Ortiz on May 4, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

Pressumably this product; Transfer Factor, acts upon the inmune system "educating" the linphocites to
distinguish between the "good boys" (healthy cells) and the "mean boys" (the cancer cells) so they kill the bad
ones and not the good ones. Anyhow that, it is my believe, has benn their fundamental marketing argument to
position this formula from its beginning several years ago. The fact that consumers, like myself, keep expending
one dollar a day in taking a dayly pill of TF plus, in a country like the castro comunist influenced Venezuela
where, in all likelyhood, one is bound to be killed by a thief's bullet rather than any type of cancer, means that TF
does some kind of good that probably only God knows how.Anyway, I can tell that Amazon is not responsable,
for the product performance, its function is just to market and sell the product all over the global map, all within
the world highly appreciated USA excellent marketing technnics, fundamental building block of Capitalisem, the,
so far, only economic system that works in planet Earth. Keep up the good work and the green ones coming into
your cash register in substantial amounts. Cheers!
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?
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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
Read
more
the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-

Sort by:

Filter by:

I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
Read
I reallymore
intended to buy instead of this one. It is
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No Chemo, good diet, TransferFactor
By isabel on July 19, 2014

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

My mother has cancer and wont ever think about getting Chemo. We are following a Gerson Therapy and
boosting with this already famous for its goodness product.
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Ask
Ask

Customers also viewed these items

Report abuse
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4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

Good immune support...
By Lloyd Dickerson on January 22, 2013

by 4life

Verified Purchase

$31.95
111

It might be coincidental, but as soon as I stopped taking this stuff I caught bad cold. It is now a key supplement in
my daily routine.
Comment

5 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse

No

x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation
by 4Life Research

$175.00

Happy!
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By Crisoleydi on August 14, 2013
Verified Purchase

I started to take this a few days ago and i already can say i feel that is making good to my body and my inmune
system. Excellente product.
Comment

3 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse

No

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)
by 4Life Research

$33.95
128

These really work!!!! I haven't had ...
2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack

By Patricia C. Mcmillan on December 22, 2014
Verified Purchase

These really work!!!! I haven't had sinus infections, colds, flu, or anything since taking these every day. Miracle
pills is what I call them.
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

2

Send us feedback

By WILMER ALI CHACON CHACON on April 13, 2013
Verified Purchase

Muy buen producto lleno las expectativas que tenia del mismo por ello lo recomiendo completamente el mismo
tiene las caracteristicas requeridas
One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

$111.90

Report abuse

Thank

Comment

by 4life

Yes

No

How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

Report abuse

Excelent product
By Javier G. Velazco G on December 2, 2014
Verified Purchase

This product is amazing!!! My wife took it after been operated and her hemoglobin was as low as 4, it helped a lot
to her recovery. Very good.
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

This supplement is helping my dad recover from pneumonia and ...
By Rhonda L Friedman on October 2, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

This supplement is helping my dad recover from pneumonia and hope they help strengthen his immune system
so he stays healthy.
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Great product, love it!!!!!! Anna
By Alexa on February 24, 2014
I'm almost 30 years old, I have been diagnostic with papilloma breast and premenopausal symptoms, and it was
only getting worst, I did researches and found Transfer Plus, at first a took it for a month, and after a month it felt
amazing, I didn't have any of depression symptoms, and even when I went for check up on my lumps in my
breast my oncologist was surprised, the lumps stop growing, for every women who experiences a premenopausal
symptoms I recommend Bio Genisteine and Fem Rite, great products worth it to try.
Comment

5 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Highly recommended, this supplement has help my son so much ...
By Carlos Leschhorn on February 16, 2015
Verified Purchase

Highly recommended, this supplement has help my son so much with his cronhs that we have decided to take it
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ourselves.
One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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No

Report abuse

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse
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Excellent
By Stefano Berni Zarza on January 31, 2014
Verified Purchase

This product is a big help for the inmune system. It works.
I'm feeling great. I would recommend it for anyone.
Comment
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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
Read
more
the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-
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I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
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I reallymore
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Worth the money
By E. Sandoval on July 21, 2014

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

Ask
Ask

Pricey but so worth the money, I've seen lots if positive changes in my daughter body reaction to chemotherapy !
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Customers also viewed these items

not a big change
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By edgar lantigua on May 6, 2014

4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

Verified Purchase

by 4life

Just a little improvement on health, nothing significant that can tell me that worth the 50 dls spent on it.

$31.95
111

Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse

No

x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation

It is work

by 4Life Research

By Rafael Ureña on March 9, 2015
When you read all of the reviews you do not know if they are true or false.I am going to write the following
testimony. I have a friend with breast cancer. She was almost dying. She was on bed. She told to her doctor no
more chemos and that she will start taking 4life Transfer Factor Plus Tri-Factor Formula. Her doctor respond that
she will be the unique responsable of that and that he will not want to see her in case she get worse. She decided
to take this product. She has been taking the product for years and she looks perfect. I am going to buy this for a
parent. My E Mail is rafaelurena1225@gmail.com, nobody is paying me for writing this review.It is this true in this
case of this friend. I am no sure if this product is original or fake because 4Live is selling it for US$60.00 a
Amazon for US$42.00.
March,17th, 2015.
After reading in Internet about 4Live I am really not sure about the quality and the effectiveness of this product.
This company has very bad reference, besides their products are not approved by the FDA neither New England
Journal of Medicine, so be carefully. I bought this product and I decided not to take it.
March 18th, 2015.
Bertha Soiza sent me a E Mail regarding my review, I have been trying to answer her, but her E Mail address
does not acept my note.
4 comments

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

$175.00
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4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)
by 4Life Research

$33.95
128

2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack
by 4life

$111.90
2

Send us feedback
How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

Make your immune system strong and smart
By Amazon Customer on September 21, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

We have been using this for almost 8 years and it works wonderful for our family, my little girl used to be sick
constantly and after using this; her immune system got very strong, we hardly ever get sick or go to the doctor
(maybe twice in 5 years) and we have it at hand just in case some one starts with flu symptoms, pop two
capsules twice a day and don't even use any flu medicine.... while other kids around my kids look and get sooooo
sick even to the emergency room, my kids are very healthy and of course I am a very happy mom
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse

No

Five Stars
By Leidy J. Arango on June 12, 2015
Verified Purchase

I gives a lots of energy and help prevent allergies, I didn't have problems this summer with them.
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Immune Booster
By Lois Koblizek on June 14, 2015
Verified Purchase

This gives immune support. Have taken it for years and don't get sick. Wouldn't be without it.
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

No more doctors
By Mr. & Mrs. V on July 11, 2011
Verified Purchase

Since we bought this product, our kids haven't been to a doctor in the longest time ever, thank God! This is just a
very healthy immune system booster. We have recommended it to everyone we know and those who have tried it
have loved it as well. Do not hesitate and buy it if you wish to be away from the doctor's office for a very long
time.
Mrs. V
Comment

17 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse
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Five Stars
By Pen Name on September 25, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

It works great my aunt was very sick and she started taking these and she is feeling better!!
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

I heard great things about it
By cina on March 10, 2015
Verified Purchase

I heard great things about it. However, just did nothing for me.
Comment

5 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse

No

Five Stars
By Marcial Contreras on September 5, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

So far the best natural suplement for the inmune system.. 100% guaranteed!
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes
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193 people found this helpful

4 people found this helpful

Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
Read
more
the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-

Sort by:

Filter by:

I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
Read
I reallymore
intended to buy instead of this one. It is

Questions? Get fast answers from
reviewers

Top

Top

All reviewers

All review…

All stars

All stars

All formats

All formats

Keyword

Search
Submit

Five Stars
By jose torres on December 23, 2014

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

Ask
Ask

Woa i feel so good with transfactor plus more energy. Is good product.
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Customers also viewed these items

Five Stars
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By Mark on July 13, 2014

4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

Verified Purchase

by 4life

I THINK IT'S HELP TO PREVENT CANCER COMING BACK. STILL USING EACH DAY

$31.95
111

Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse
x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation

Great price, very good product
By Krystyna Nawalany on October 5, 2015

by 4Life Research

Package Quantity: 1

$175.00

Verified Purchase

26

Great price, very good product. Have been using for over 10 years
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

by 4Life Research

Purchased this for a dog with I BS. She ...

$33.95

By barracuda on March 12, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

128

Verified Purchase

Purchased this for a dog with I BS. She was given three times the normal adult dosage and after three months I
have seen no improvement. My biggest concern was the heavy drooling all day long and it has not even touched
that problem. I am desperately trying to help this rescued dog live.
Comment

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack
by 4life

$111.90

Report abuse

2

Five Stars
By HUMBERTO R CAMPOS on July 14, 2015

Send us feedback

Verified Purchase

Works perfect to increase body self defenses to fight diseases.
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Yes

No

Report abuse

Yes

No

Report abuse

How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

Five Stars
By Amazon Customer on March 18, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

i use this with my ill kitten and it has made him healthier.
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

are really good in cases of Any kind of Cancer
By Patricia on October 24, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

This pills, are really good in cases of Any kind of Cancer!
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Really help the immune system
By Irene Sancho on November 27, 2012
Verified Purchase

I have been take them for a long period of time. They help but are not magical. I also take Isoprinosine 2 tablets
twice a day and help me more with the Transfer factors
Comment

6 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Great product---works very well!
By Jerilyn R. Capaccione on January 15, 2013
I had used this product before on a cat of ours who had feline AIDS and it worked for him. We are using the
human form (this product) of Transfer Factor because I was told by someone that it is stronger than the pet form
of transfer factor.
Comment

3 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Five Stars
By Kimberly Y Franklin on August 29, 2014
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase
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That's really fast and a great price!
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes
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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
Read
more
the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-

Sort by:

Filter by:

I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
Read
I reallymore
intended to buy instead of this one. It is

Questions? Get fast answers from
reviewers
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All reviewers

All review…

All stars

All stars
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Search
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Five Stars
By Abigail Sonera on November 13, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

Ask
Ask

Great product, i will keep using it
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Customers also viewed these items

I recommend this product its amazing
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By Amazon Customer on April 9, 2016

4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

Package Quantity: 1

by 4life

Verified Purchase

My daughter was diagnosed with Hashimoto thyroiditis 10 years ago and she began to take this product 6 months
ago ,last month when she had her fallow up the doctor didn't believe it all her lab tests were normal,I recommend
this product its amazing.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

$31.95
111

x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation

Report abuse

by 4Life Research

$175.00

bought for a buddy of mine in Europe

26

By USCMike on April 24, 2014
Verified Purchase

He swears by 5life factor products as soon as his kids get sick. He is a doctor and still thinks it's more of a
placebo effect, but keeps ordering it cause you can see results
1 comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)
by 4Life Research

$33.95
128

Good medication
2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack

By Yudy Carolina Leal Galán on October 31, 2013
Verified Purchase

This medication Transfer Factor has benn excellent for my parents and grandparentes. I never have teked it, but I
think that is very very good for the health
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Verified Purchase

I purchased this for my sister that has multiple sclerosis, and when she uses them she notices a big difference in
her stamina, i really recommend it for individuals with inmune system problems.
Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

2

Send us feedback

By Jackie Castellanos on March 1, 2016

Comment

$111.90

Report abuse

Transfer factor great for multiple sclerosis
Package Quantity: 2

by 4life

No

How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

Report abuse

TF plus is a great product! It keeps me healthy and energized
By M Patricia Reyes on May 26, 2015
Verified Purchase

TF plus is a great product! It keeps me healthy and energized, I rarely get a flu or sore throat, it also makes me
feel like my body is strong, i know it is an extra expense but it's worthy of it!
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

a great product to health
By meralcy bolivar on February 13, 2014
Verified Purchase

it is awesome how this product gives a boost to the inmune sistem. I have bought this to treat persons with
cancer and their recovery is great
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

I got this for my mother, she likes them ...
By MWCute14 on September 3, 2014
Verified Purchase

I got this for my mother , she likes them very much. It help her maintain proper diet and help build immune
system in her body.
She has hardly got any sickness and less trips to see doctor.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

good product
By Rober Díaz on December 19, 2013
Verified Purchase

I bought this product for my daugther, this kind of product help her with her health problem. My daugther is
getting better with this product
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Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse

No

Three Stars
By M. Sherman on April 18, 2015
Verified Purchase

No recognizable results.
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes
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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
Read
more
the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-

Sort by:

Filter by:

I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
Read
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Actually got this for my pet. He had reaction ...
By Jan Hosford on January 31, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

Actually got this for my pet. He had reaction to his shots and had sudden onset arthritis. I believe this product in
addition to one other have made a huge contribution to his recovery.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Ask
Ask

Customers also viewed these items

Report abuse
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4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

The best supplement
By Ivan Roa on December 31, 2013

by 4life

Package Quantity: 2

$31.95

Verified Purchase

111

Because is an exellent product against low deffenses, is a very good supplement to maintain optimal health,
energy and quality of life
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation
by 4Life Research

$175.00

Good Product

26

By Gilberto Monnot on May 24, 2014
Verified Purchase

I bought this for my Father, He still using the brand.. I bought it here because the price. I don't know much about
this brand but my father likes it.

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)
by 4Life Research

$33.95

Thanks.

128

Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse
2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack

Great Immune System Builder
By L Shulda on March 4, 2014

by 4life

Verified Purchase

$111.90
2

This is one of the best immune building product. We have been using this product for years. Our whole family
uses it.
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Send us feedback
How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

the product
By Camen Bautista on May 24, 2013
Verified Purchase

is cheaper than people who sell through catalogs.
brings just the right amount of pill says.
gives me so much energy but also makes me hungry.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Step dad has been using this stuff for a while
By Jonny_2x4 on November 2, 2013
Verified Purchase

I order this for my step dad and he loves the stuff. He is feeling better, along with exercise and a good diet.
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

personal oppinion is that its a waste of money
By Louis Rebolloso on July 20, 2014
Verified Purchase

we noticed nothing different in our health. in fact we got real sick when using but I don't believe that was caused
by the product. I joke with my wife that it must have saved us from some sickness we did not know we had. tired
of these miracle can do everything pills.
Comment

4 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Very good service
By John Agudelo on March 29, 2013
Verified Purchase

Very good service, fast and high quality. I recommend it. Hope 4Life transfer Tri-Factor Formula help me with the
regeneration-cell function we need.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Excellent, my family everyone was sick with flu except ...
By Amazon Customer on March 27, 2016
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Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

Excellent, my family everyone was sick with flu except Us, I really believe in this product, easy to get here in
Amazon, excellent service delivery.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse

No

If you are looking for a good healthy feeling
By Judi Christiansen on October 16, 2014
Verified Purchase

If you are looking for a good healthy feeling, take these vitamins! They, along with a balanced diet and exercise,
add an energy level to your day!
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?
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Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
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was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
Read
more
the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-

Sort by:

Filter by:

I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
Read
I reallymore
intended to buy instead of this one. It is
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reviewers
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All reviewers

All review…

All stars

All stars

All formats

All formats
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I like this product
By Ligia Batista on June 14, 2014

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

for me is an excelent product it help me to fell more relax and full of energy.
I would recomend to Yant Batista , yanetbatista10@hotmailcom.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Ask
Ask

Customers also viewed these items

Report abuse
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4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

Will purchase again.
By Mauricio on December 22, 2014

by 4life

Verified Purchase

$31.95
111

I bought transfer factors plus for a relative, the overall results after taking the capsules have been positive. Good
product and fast shipping.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation

Report abuse

by 4Life Research

$175.00

I have low immunity, and after taking it for ...

26

By Bell on April 5, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

I have low immunity, and after taking it for three weeks, I didn't get infected by the flu, even though many people
surround me got sick.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)
by 4Life Research

$33.95
128

Great product and service
2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack

By ingequinpi on July 15, 2013
Verified Purchase

The product and the service of 4life are excellent, i bought every month this product and the results are
confortables and satisfactory.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

2

Send us feedback

By georg on September 3, 2014
Verified Purchase

See my review of 4Life Transfer Factor Classic. I don't know whether this product has any actual benefit. It is
expensive and does lend me some hope for my pet. There is some scientific research that supports the
effectiveness of the product. It may be beneficial. I don't know. Much depends on how much discretionary income
you have and needless to say the love of your pet or possibly your own health concerns. Wishing you success in
your search.
Was this review helpful to you?

$111.90

Report abuse

Effective or not?

Comment

by 4life

Yes

No

How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

Report abuse

excellent product
By juan valdes on September 21, 2014
Verified Purchase

excellent product
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

excellent product
By Luis Enrique Centeno Herrera on June 15, 2014
Verified Purchase

is an excellent product, I am very pleased with this article, I hope to get the results I require in order to testify to
his virtues
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Awesome product!!
By Juan Gonzalez on February 18, 2014
Verified Purchase

Great product! I totally recomend this!
Since ive Being taking it my allergies are gone, and my immune system is working great!
1 comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Too Many Useless ingredients For Price~!
By StephanieNV on October 31, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

I actually got them to treat a year old dog with Memodex Mange. They have too many extra unnecessary stuff to
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be potent. I got Transfer Factor 4 Life Plus for him, and it worked wonderful, but WAY overpriced just because of
the name and again a lot of additives so they don't give you enough of what's needed. I was giving 3-4 a day so
bottle went fast. It did have Olive Leaf in it though which kills all fungus and virus, but I give that separately to get
right dosage and don't want to be paying huge bucks for it. I finally found an excellent source of Colostrum at 3
times the strength and twice as many capsules for half their cost! My poor boy came home from my handler with
mange and his whole face went bald it was so bad. Normally with Ivermectin you're looking at 6 months to a year
for a cure. Through Holistic means I had him all cleared up and hair growing back in just a few weeks. From now
on, no dog shows until pups are full grown at 18 months and Colostrum until then.
1 comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

The Best Supplement!
By C. Carvajal on March 17, 2015
Verified Purchase

The best supplement!! I usually have low defense and I get sick easily and I have not gotten sick since I'm taking
it. Love it.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?
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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
Read
more
the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-

Sort by:

Filter by:

I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
Read
I reallymore
intended to buy instead of this one. It is
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Works good on your immune mom uses it makes her immune ...
By Esmeralda Casarez on October 17, 2014

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

Works good on your immune mom uses it makes her immune system more strong on healing her sores faster
when using this product
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Ask
Ask

Customers also viewed these items

Report abuse
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4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

Excellent product
By susana on April 26, 2013

by 4life

Verified Purchase

$31.95
111

This is an excellent product. We buy this monthly for some people in our family. We always need this 4Life
Transfer Factor.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation

Report abuse

by 4Life Research

$175.00

totally recomendable to all!!!

26

By libellula on January 11, 2012
It's a product that all of human beings would need! it's just naturally helps us to support our immune system on a
level it should be!I've been taking it for many years and some health problems that i had just magically
dissolved...I haven't even noticed when... It is a smart product, it knows what parts of you health have to be fixed.
I'm glad that I got to know Transfer Factor Plus and since then I don't need to take any medicine every time I feel
sick.Just love it!!!
Comment

6 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)
by 4Life Research

$33.95
128

Report abuse

Excellent product! Has added quality of life and hopefully ...

2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack

By Jose Ramos on May 3, 2015

by 4life

Package Quantity: 1

$111.90

Verified Purchase

2

Excellent product! Has added quality of life and hopefully taken care of the cancer that plagued my mother for a
year now.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

package very low quality
By Silva silva on April 26, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

Send us feedback

Verified Purchase

this product is very good and always bought on amazon but this last purchase the package is very ugly very low
quality
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

life saving
By afs on May 14, 2013
Verified Purchase

have used this product many times and will continue to do so !! it is helpful in all kinds of illness aspects!
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Great product and service
By ingequinpi on September 17, 2013
Verified Purchase

The transfer factor is a excellent product for the sick people and madure. The service of 4life is very fast.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

See my first review above.
By John A. Chambliss Sr. on August 15, 2013
Verified Purchase

I review this as my first review and this would be the same. I perceive it to be a high quality product.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Working for my sick kitty.
By carol hoffman on August 23, 2014
Verified Purchase

I bought this for my cat with Feline Leukemia. I read on a vets web site that he shrunk a mouth tumor in five
months with this product. The Plus has a little bit of a nasty taste in her food, but if it's the first feed of the
morning, I use a strong fish flavor food she loves, and I make the feed really small, ( so she eats all the med), it's
been working. I also use the Carnivora Protocol.
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1 comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Five Stars
By Margarita M. on November 24, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

My Esther uses it and his experience was good. He feels with energy. Increase inmunology system!!
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?
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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
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more
the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-
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I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
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Five Stars
By Bengz on November 28, 2014

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

Ask
Ask

Package arrived on time and in good order. I use the product so ordering this means it works!!!
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Customers also viewed these items

Five Stars
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By Eraina Casey on February 12, 2016

4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

Package Quantity: 1

by 4life

Verified Purchase

Took these when I was on chemo to keep my immune system up and didn't catch any viruses once.

$31.95
111

Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse
x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation

Stopped Colds and flu
By Clara D on February 9, 2013

by 4Life Research

Verified Purchase

$175.00

I love this product, I take 2 pills when I feel that will get a cold and 1 daily. Neither my husband and I have gotten
colds after we started taking them. At the beginning of the season I got 2 sinus infections and had to take
antibiotics so I am thrilled now. I also was very much exposed to the flu and didn't get it. I will see if I can get my
son to take the children's one. A bit expensive sure, worth it for sure!
Comment

4 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse
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4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)
by 4Life Research

$33.95
128

... and seems working by giving me more strength and good sleep.
2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack

By Maria on January 16, 2015
Verified Purchase

At present no side effects and seems working by giving me more strength and good sleep.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Believe in Transfer factor
Verified Purchase

Was this review helpful to you?

2

Send us feedback

I believe that it has made great results for my husband going through cancer treatment
Comment

$111.90

Report abuse

By Amazon Customer on January 31, 2016
Package Quantity: 2

by 4life

Yes

No

How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

Report abuse

Five Stars
By macry benitez on August 2, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

Can i crash the pills and put in the fidding tube?because i can take any food by mouth
1 comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Five Stars
By Mayra Lopez on June 30, 2015
Verified Purchase

The best of the best all levels on labs are great
Excellent support for immune system
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Five Stars
By Carlos on December 22, 2014
Verified Purchase

Great product, came in on time and performs as advertised, I recommend this product.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Very good product exelent
By Amazon Customer on May 3, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

Very good product exelent . I recommend it . help with your inmune sistem.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Great quality for the cost.
By Snowflashdrop on March 8, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase
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Good quality. If you think Transfer Factor works, this is the one to buy.
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Was this review helpful to you?
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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
Read
more
the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-
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I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
Read
I reallymore
intended to buy instead of this one. It is
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Five Stars
By samily torres on July 16, 2015

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

Ask
Ask

good !!!!
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Customers also viewed these items

Five Stars
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By Jose Valencia on April 13, 2015

4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

Verified Purchase

by 4life

Best product, the shipping was always on time. And price even better.

$31.95
111

Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse
x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation

A Good Buy for the $
By Amazon Customer on October 21, 2015

by 4Life Research

Package Quantity: 1

$175.00

Verified Purchase

26

Arrived fast in Good condition. Seems to be the real deal. Thank u
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)
by 4Life Research

Five Stars

$33.95

By RONALD QUIROZ on December 24, 2014

128

Verified Purchase

excellent article, the shipment arrived within the estimated time.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack

Report abuse

by 4life

$111.90

Five Stars

2

By carlos santana on February 22, 2015
Verified Purchase

good transation,good seller,good product
Comment

Send us feedback

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Five Stars

How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

By Carmen Yovera on November 16, 2014
Verified Purchase

Good Product ...with a problema of shipping is very expensive
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

No

Report abuse

No

Report abuse

Works.. At least i THINK it does
By Eugene Fierro on June 30, 2015
Verified Purchase

I dont know what's in it but it's helped me from getting sick..
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Five Stars
By lcollins on April 24, 2015
Verified Purchase

Like the product very much. Great ingredients. Feel great!
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Excelent
By Roberto on September 26, 2011
Verified Purchase

This Formula is excellent to reinforce the inmune system, because make your body more healthy, and you fell
more healthy, more energy. You can be with people with flu without stress, because your inmune system fights
again the virus of the flu, and any viruses of bacterias that try to penetrate your natural barrier in your body.
Is Excellent.
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Five Stars
By SalvoAlvo33 on February 19, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase
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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
Read
more
the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-

Sort by:

Filter by:

I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
Read
I reallymore
intended to buy instead of this one. It is

Questions? Get fast answers from
reviewers

Top

Top

All reviewers

All review…

All stars

All stars

All formats

All formats

Keyword

Search
Submit

Five Stars
By Massiel on May 21, 2015

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

Ask
Ask

Excellent product, definitely will buy it again
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Customers also viewed these items

Five Stars
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By maguilera on November 26, 2014

4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

Verified Purchase

by 4life

Great product, great quality , 100% recommended

$31.95
111

Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse
x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation

Five Stars
By juan c herrera on April 28, 2016

by 4Life Research

Package Quantity: 1

$175.00

Verified Purchase

26

Very good for my sister, she has Brest cancer.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

by 4Life Research

Five Stars

$33.95

By Juan C Feliciano on November 16, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

128

Verified Purchase

Increased immunological system; more strength!
Comment

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack
by 4life

$111.90

It is ok

2

By Yamid Rojas on January 29, 2015
Verified Purchase

The product fulfilled the expectations, thanks
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Send us feedback
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Report abuse
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Report abuse
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Report abuse
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Five Stars

How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

By Angelica Boccato on January 5, 2015
Verified Purchase

I love it. It's excellent. Very pleased!!!!!
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?
Five Stars

By Liudmila on January 1, 2015
Verified Purchase

Expectacular en 10 month Im feel very gooddd
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?
Great Product

By Kamala on October 25, 2014
Verified Purchase

Buy this all the time. It's a great product.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?
Three Stars

By Rosana on October 10, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

Got it for a friend. She says it helps her
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?
great product, great price

By iuliia leonenko on February 2, 2015
Verified Purchase

Will order more.great product, great price
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?
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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
Read
more
the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-

Sort by:

Filter by:

I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
Read
I reallymore
intended to buy instead of this one. It is

Questions? Get fast answers from
reviewers

Top

Top

All reviewers

All review…

All stars

All stars

All formats

All formats

Keyword

Search
Submit

Five Stars
By Horace Stevens on January 16, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

Ask
Ask

This really seems to give me more energy.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Customers also viewed these items

Five Stars
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By Iud87 on September 6, 2014

4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

Package Quantity: 1

by 4life

Verified Purchase

$31.95

Very beneficial for your health problem.

111

Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse
x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation

Five Stars
By Vanessa Rojas on August 31, 2014

by 4Life Research

Verified Purchase

$175.00
26

I am very happy with this product thanks
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)
by 4Life Research

i just know my cat HATE it taste

$33.95

By PepiISlove on July 22, 2015

128

Verified Purchase

I bought this product for my ill cat, because i read many positive reviews in internet about how it help cats with
cancer, but has passed a month and 2 bottles after and nothing happened, i gave my cat from 1 to 3 capsules
each day, actually i believe my cat still a live because of chemotherapy and Essiac tea, i dont know if this product
really helped a little or did nothing, obviously i wont stop others products and chemotherapy to see.
i just know my cat HATE it taste, but well i keep trying and i really hope it will help my cat in a close future.
I just noticed chemotherapy did not much on my cat like vomiting or nausea i really really hope TF help her to no
get side effects from chemotherapy.
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse

No

by 4life

$111.90
2

Send us feedback
How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

Five Stars
By Dennis Twining on November 25, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack

Verified Purchase

Great product and will continue to use.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Wonderful
By Kamala on September 26, 2013
Verified Purchase

good product. Not much else to say that i haven't said before. I buy one a month because it helps my husband's
sinus problems. I don't use it regularly but when I do I feel better for it.
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Five Stars
By moises dominguez on March 4, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

One of the best products in the Market
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Yes

No

Report abuse

Yes

No

Report abuse

Five Stars
By Mamaghee on September 18, 2015
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

Makes me feel better with more energy!
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?
Five Stars

By amesajr on June 22, 2015
Verified Purchase

Nice product. It came on time. Thanks.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?
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Five Stars
By Tanja on June 14, 2015
Verified Purchase

Super to take when you are travelling!
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Was this review helpful to you?
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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
Read
more
the 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-

Sort by:

Filter by:

I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
Read
I reallymore
intended to buy instead of this one. It is

Questions? Get fast answers from
reviewers

Top

Top

All reviewers

All review…

All stars

All stars

All formats

All formats

Keyword

Search
Submit

Five Stars
By JUAN PEREZ on November 25, 2014
Package Quantity: 1

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

Ask
Ask

Great product highly recommended.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Customers also viewed these items

Five Stars
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By Abamib21 on June 11, 2014

4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

Verified Purchase

by 4life

Excellent product
I recomend

$31.95

Comment

111

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation
by 4Life Research

Five Stars

$175.00

By Melani Anil Velásquez Benítez on February 29, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

26

Verified Purchase

suplemento alimenticio muy bueno
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)

Report abuse

by 4Life Research

$33.95

Good Product

128

By G. Dillard on May 21, 2015
Verified Purchase

2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack

Covers a wide range of Ailments
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

by 4life

Report abuse

$111.90
2

Chronic infections
By Reader on April 27, 2015
Verified Purchase

Send us feedback

In case of chronic infections.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Yes

No

Report abuse

Yes

No

Report abuse

Yes

No

Report abuse

How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

Five Stars
By Ana Milena Barros Daza on January 21, 2015
Package Quantity: 2

Verified Purchase

Good product, prompt delivery.
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

A POSITIVE CHANGE ON MY HEALTH
By Jonathan mico on April 29, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

Wow thanks for this product..
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?
Five Stars

By Jorge Batista on January 7, 2015
Verified Purchase

Good, everything as expected
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?
Great product and service

By ingequinpi on March 3, 2013
Verified Purchase

The product and the service of 4life are excellent, i bought every month one and the results are confortables and
satisfactory.
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Five Stars
By Gonzalezagus on May 3, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

excellent product recommend
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse
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Fighting Cancer

Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015

The 4Life Transfer Factor PLUS Tri-Factor
Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
recommended
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more
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I have used this in conjunction with Aloha Immune
Assist and it is a great product. Be aware that this
comes in TWO formulations though, and the bottle
for both looks just about the same. Easy to get
them confused.
There is 4Life Transfer Factor Formula - the
original, and that is the one I like best and the one
Read
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LOVE THIS STUFF AND IT WORKS WONDERS
By M. Jones on January 2, 2015

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

My little 12 year old Yorkie rubbed a hole in her eyeball and Vet said there was no hope it would have to come
out. I used this , kept eyes clean with boric acid solution and much prayer. Her eyes are healed now and sight is
coming back. Great product and it helps me sometimes when I start feeling unwell.
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Ask
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Customers also viewed these items
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4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules
Five Stars

by 4life

By Milkelis A. Martinez on May 10, 2016

$31.95

Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase
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Excelent
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Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation
by 4Life Research

$175.00

Five Stars
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By Amazon Customer on January 29, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)

The best
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

by 4Life Research

$33.95
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Five Stars
By Brenda Torres on July 3, 2015

2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack

Verified Purchase

Excelent

by 4life

Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

$111.90
2

I love it
By Antonio H. on September 9, 2014

Send us feedback

Verified Purchase

ALL GOOD
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
Let us know here.

Five Stars
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Verified Purchase
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Five Stars
By CARLOS JARAMILLO on January 25, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

Verified Purchase

Perfect
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Was this review helpful to you?
Five Stars
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Verified Purchase

so cool
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Was this review helpful to you?
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Verified Purchase

so good
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Transfer Factor PLUS vs Transfer

By George Pedraza on June 16, 2012

Factor alone.
By BookNerd on May 19, 2015
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Formula was recommended to me by a good
friend because my mother is currently battling
breast cancer. My friend's mother was informed
that she had 6 months to live after the doctor's
diagnosed her with lung cancer. The initial shock
was finding out she had lung cancer. She and the
family felt like they were racing against time to
expand their mother's life span. They were
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Four Stars
By karuna on December 12, 2015
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By Claudia on June 8, 2015

4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

Verified Purchase

by 4life

good

$31.95
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Was this review helpful to you?
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x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation

Five Stars
By choi on April 9, 2015

by 4Life Research

Package Quantity: 1

$175.00

Verified Purchase
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GOOD
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4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)
by 4Life Research

Five Stars

$33.95

By Jorge on November 7, 2014
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Verified Purchase

good
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Was this review helpful to you?
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By Jesús Cifuentes B on November 3, 2014
Verified Purchase

well
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Five Stars
By Clarisa G. on October 3, 2014
Verified Purchase

Good
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Was this review helpful to you?
Five Stars

By Mark on July 13, 2014
Verified Purchase

I THINK IT'S PREVENT CANCER COMING BACK STILL USING
Comment

2 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

good for increase defense
By Johan Manuel Grisales on June 24, 2013
Verified Purchase

this product is so good to increase the defenses on the body, and good for people that are in a cancer treatment,
i recommend !!
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Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No
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Exactly what I expected!
By Amazon Customer on January 17, 2013
Verified Purchase

I've ordered this product from a distributor in the past and it was exactly what I expected for several $$'s less in
cost.
2 comments

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

4life transfer factor plus tri factor
By yliana guaipo on January 30, 2014
Verified Purchase

Hello chose this rate because the product is excellent and I liked it because it is promoted and recommend it to
everyone
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Use these as a part of helping my dogs fatty ...
By Jason J. on March 12, 2016
Package Quantity: 1

See all 65 answered questions

Verified Purchase

Ask
Ask

Use these as a part of helping my dogs fatty tumor shrink. Just one component to many things that I use for him.
1 comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

Customers also viewed these items

Transfer factor the best
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By Mijail Berroa R on March 30, 2014

4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor
Formula - 60 capsules

Verified Purchase

by 4life

This product is great for its high content and results that make on me and my body , I recommend it for real

$31.95
111
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Was this review helpful to you?
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No

Report abuse
x 4 Transfer Factor Plus TriFactor Quad - 4Life Foundation

this is ok but to early to tell if it ...
By Betty Lettenmaier on August 8, 2014

by 4Life Research

Verified Purchase

$175.00
26

this is ok but to early to tell if it helps, though other products are out there that are cheaper
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

Report abuse

4Life Transfer Factor Classic (90
capsules)
by 4Life Research

Five Stars

$33.95

By uhr pahuana on November 15, 2015
Package Quantity: 2
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Verified Purchase

Excellent.
Comment

One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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No
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2 Pack - 4Life Transfer Factor
Plus - 2 Pack
by 4life

$111.90

But I dont know why I still believe this is a great

2

By Christian on January 1, 2015
Verified Purchase

I haven't noticed any change... But I dont know why I still believe this is a great product
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No
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How can we make Amazon Customer Reviews
better for you?
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Five Stars
By sukhvirdhaliwal on July 18, 2015
Verified Purchase

Excellent
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One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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Five Stars
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Verified Purchase

I love it
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One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Five Stars
By Herb on November 14, 2015
Package Quantity: 2

Verified Purchase

Great product, it's given my 83 year old mother more energy that she's had in years.
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its ok
By Amazon Customer on November 19, 2014
Verified Purchase

Im not so sure if they really works. But they are too expensive to keep buying them.
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Five Stars
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Verified Purchase

I have already received the product and am satisfied with the purchase, thanks
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